SUSSAT REBEL ON WHEELS

Sussat...Vasai Fort & Chakreshwar Temple, Sopara

During the 18th century, Chimaji Appa of the Maratha Confederacy defeated the Portuguese in the
Battle of Vasai and took control of the fort
Vasai Fort and Chakreshwar Temple, Sopara
Sun, 31st March 2019 8:00AM - 6:30PM
Enjoy a lovely walk through the Vasai village and witnessing The Vasai fort which is a blend of
Portuguese architecture and rich history same time experience essence of native fishermen lifestyle.
Assembly Time: 8 am WALK START AT 8.10 am
Assembly Point: Veer Chimajee Appa Smarak, Vasai Fort, Mumbai - Thane
Route: Vasai Fort & Surrounding
Things to Carry:
We suggest you to wear comfortable footwear (Preferably Sports shoes or flat footwear).
Carry sufficient water and few energy bars or snacks.
Cost - Rs.100/- Registration Charges
Cost Include:
Cost does not Include:
Travel from your destination to Vasai Fort and Back. Travel from Vasai to Sopara Temple, food,
snacks, Refreshment en-route. (All Expensese on TTMM basis). Any kind of insurance, medical
and/or emergency charges.
Any meals/beverages not mentioned in inclusions. Anything not mentioned in Inclusions above
- It is mandatory to carry an official Photo ID on the person and in original (Aadhar Card, PAN Card,
Passport).
- A copy of the Photo ID at the start of the event for police verification purposes.
-Sussat Rebel On Wheels reserves the Right to Admission and Expulsion of the participant(s) to
maintain law and order.
- A loss by any damage to property will have to be compensated for by the participant(s)
responsible.
-Sussat Rebel On Wheels is not responsible for any unforeseen loss or injury or damage brought to
a participant or his belongings.
-Smoking or consuming alcohol (without requisite permit and permission) is strictly prohibited during
the event.
Our trek is Eco-friendly, Do Not Litter.
By registering for the event, you undertake that you accept all terms & conditions.
Contact: Vinay 9969062604 / Ashutosh 9869382703
Mail: susssat.rebel.on.wheels@gmail.com

Website: http://sussat.co.in

